
WESAK FESTIVAL ESSAY

Wesak also known as Vesak is a significant and crucial aspect of Buddhism that is celebrated widely by many different
countries including Thailand, China, Sri Lanka and Indonesia. The ritual Parinirvana celebrates Buddhaâ€™s birth,
enlightenment and death for both individuals and.

The weeklong celebration gives the visitor a unique opportunity to discover Sri Lanka's religious and cultural
traditions. He lives in Switzerland. He brings us storybooks from Switzerland. Such natural disasters include
the tsunami in , the Koslanda mudslide in , the floods in and respectively and the severe droughts from late to
early  Many of them spend the whole day in the temple and reaffirm their determination to follow the
teachings of Buddha. The moral guidelines in which Buddhists devotees truly follow such as the three jewels,
five precepts and the eightfold path are tradition and are what Buddhist believe will create a contempt life of
enlightenment and stray away from the path of negative thinking and attitudes of suffering. But for the
Enlightened who have extinguished all desire, including the desire to be born again, there is no more rebirth.
Just before he died, he saw his faithful attendant Ananda , weeping. People have either been killed or
displaced. Celebrating Vesak also means making special efforts to bring happiness to the unfortunate like the
aged, the handicapped and the sick. Her name is Gabriella. Some temples also display a small statue of the
Buddha in front of the altar in a small basin filled with water and decorated with flowers, allowing devotees to
pour water over the statue; it is symbolic of the cleansing of a practitioner's bad karma, and to reenact the
events following the Buddha's birth, when devas and spirits made heavenly offerings to him. This is a sign of
sharing joy and peace with people. He comes to Sri Lanka every year to visit us. As a result, all their greed,
hatred and delusion is extinguished, which in turn means that there will be no more re-birth. All my cousins
love him a lot. I went in the green rollercoaster and the train. Dates of observance[ edit ] The exact date of
Vesak is based on the Asian lunisolar calendars and is primarily celebrated in Vaisakha month of the Buddhist
calendar and the Hindu calendar , and hence the name Vesak. Essay Topic: Buddhism Sorry, but copying text
is forbidden on this website! If there are two full moons during the month of May, some countries including
Sri Lanka, Cambodia and Malaysia celebrated Vesak on the 1st, and others Thailand, Singapore celebrated the
holiday on the 31st because of a different local lunar observance. Buddhist scriptures relate that each of these
three significant events occurred on a full moon of the Indian lunar month of Vesakha. A tour of Colombo too
will be included and this will no doubt leave you dazzled and amazed. There are some fantastic mime and
street theatre performances, staged on tall platforms throughout the cities and towns near the temples. He loves
us so much. She makes me yummy food. Ceremonies such as taking blessed water, lighting an eternal flame
and providing food for the monks provided by the community called Pindapata is also a significant community
aspect in the pindatapa ritual. He advised everyone not to cry over the disintegration of the physical body but
to regard his teachings The Dharma as their teacher from then on, because only the Dhamma truth is eternal
and not subject to the law of change. Roald Dahl wrote his books in a brick hut, which was built especially for
him. The fact that the majority of them are spread apart and across the world from each other displays how far
Buddhism has spread to become a significant cultural and religious part of the universe. Children take part in
schools by coming together under the Walubi which is a community of Buddhists councils who organise the
event, where gifts of candles, water and flowers are left to display devotion and humility. Birth of Siddharta
Gautam The Siddharth or lord Buddha, the divine creature inquired about five affairs before expiring for the
final birth.


